We.Stream presents its solution for business travelers at Mobile World Congress
2018
We.Stream nominated for a prestigious GLOMO award
We.Stream presents its new mobile WiFi solution at the Holland Pavilion during the Mobile World Congress
in Barcelona. Visitors can join the We.Stream booth (stand 6M8) for a demo of world’s first secure mobile
WiFi hotspot with embedded cloud SIM technology. We.Stream offers travelers secure and unlimited
internet access in more than 100 countries worldwide. The Mobile World Congress, world’s largest event in
the mobile sector, starts at the 26th of February.
Joachim de Wild, CO-CEO of We.Stream explains the problems that We.Stream solves: “Roaming charges
and international data plans through traditional providers are often prohibitively expensive. Travelers use
public WiFi as an alternative, but that comes with big security risks. We.Stream offers the solution to this
problem, with affordable mobile data plans in more than 100 countries, including China, Australia, Brazil,
USA and all of Europe. With We.Stream, travelers can carry their own pocket-sized secure WiFi-hotspot with
them at all times.
I’m happy to see that the mobile industry also acknowledges the unique proposition of We.Stream, since
we are nominated for a GSMA Global Mobile Award (GLOMO). They are considered to be the ‘Oscars of
the mobile industry’. The award ceremony takes place during the Mobile World Congress. We also received
several technology awards during CES 2018 in Las Vegas, which confirms that we have launched an
innovative product.”
Sky Sports first international We.Stream customer
We.Stream was launched during CES 2018 in Las Vegas, where the product got hugh spin-off directly,
resulting in several agreements with customers and partners all over the world. The largest broadcaster
of sport events in the UK, Sky Sports, equippes their production staff who travel all over the world to
broadcast sports events with a We.Stream. For Sky Sports, direct and secure internet connectivity whenever
and wherever they’re working is mission critical. Ian Brash, Technical Manager at Sky Sports adds: “Through
We.Stream, we have secure, cost effective data access in over 100 countries for the first time. No more
waiting for crews to return to their hotel or visit a coffee shop to pick up their messages.”
About We.Stream
We.Stream is a new initiative of Mondicon, an international mobile data provider specialized in connectivity
solutions for challenging situations. During its launch at CES 2018, We.Stream received numerous
technology awards, including a CES Innovation Award in the Mobile Computing category, a Tech Award of
most eye-catching product of CES 2018 and PC Pro’s ‘Best of CES 2018’ award. We.Stream is also nominated
for a GLOMO Award at MWC 2018. We.Stream has offices in Aalsmeer (The Netherlands) and Santa Monica,
(California, USA).
Watch the We.Stream product video here: https://vimeo.com/249713300.
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